Miss Julie’s Learning at Home Activity
“Itsy Bitsy Spider”

How to Make

Materials:
• Foam paper pieces of any color
• 2 pipe cleaners any color
• Scissors
• Glue
• A disposable oven liner
• Velcro

Directions:
1. Cut out the spider’s body big enough to cover the back of your hand.
2. Cut out eyes. Make the white and black pupils. Glue them on.
3. Make a smiling mouth for your spider with a piece of pipe cleaner or paper.
4. Snip two small holes on each side of the spider and put through the pipe cleaners so the complete part of the pipe cleaner runs in the back of the spider.
5. When you put it on your hand, see where your fingers end up, all but your thumb, and cut four holes. These are the other legs of the spider!
6. Roll up the oven liner so it looks like a drain spout.
7. Create rain and sun with the foam pieces and make it so they can Velcro on the top of the drain spout. Put the spider on your hand and have fun singing the nursery rhyme, “The Itsy-Bitsy Spider”!